Sanitation and QC Supervisor
Pure Sunfarms is a vertically integrated, large-scale, low-cost supplier of high-quality cannabis to the Canadian adult
recreation market, headquartered in Delta, BC. Pure Sunfarms is a joint venture between Village Farms International, Inc.
and Emerald Health Therapeutics Inc.
We are trail blazing this industry with some serious clout – and by serious, we mean a 30-year track record of operating
mega-scale greenhouses. We are led by a team of seasoned executives along with a team of cultivation experience from
around the world. Let’s just say - we are building and operating on a whole new level.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS

●

Overseeing the sanitation team

●

Working in the wash bay, maintaining post-harvest equipment

●

Working closely with chemical suppliers to understand and implement safe chemical dilutions and usage

●

Sanitizing twisters while in rotation

●

Checking with crew to maintain cleanliness of post-harvest areas

●

Working with the Quality team to ensure that all post-harvest areas are up to sanitary standards

●

Maintaining adequate levels of wash bay supplies and communicating with supervisors for supply orders

●

Working within standard-operating procedures and inspection regulations

●

Other duties as assigned

We work in a fast pace environment, rolling up our sleeves to build something bigger than ourselves. Other duties may arise
from time to time/most of the time and as a team, we look to support each other.
YOUR BRAND, YOUR STORY
We already know you love working with quality control and sanitation, but we want to know more about your strengths. You
have or are good at the following:

●

2-3 sanitation experience, preferably in a manufacturing environment

●

2-3 years in a team lead/supervisor position

●

Team player, we work in a tight knit team, we roll up our sleeves, we get involved

●

Ability to organize/prioritize workload

●

Attention to detail and accuracy

●

Ability to work independently with limited supervision

●

Good understanding of SOPs

●

Ability to work in warm and humid environments

●

Ability to work 8.5-hour shifts within the night shift window (2 pm – 2 am)

●

Experience on Health and Safety committees (asset) and understanding a safety-first culture (requirement)

●

Fluent in Punjabi would be an asset

●

Must have the ability to obtain and pass a RCMP Criminal Record Check and maintain security clearance.

